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Abstract

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), like all public safety personnel (PSP), are frequently exposed to potentially psychologically traumatic events that contribute to posttraumatic stress injuries (PTSI). Addressing PTSI is impeded by the limited available research. In this protocol paper, we describe the RCMP Study, part of the concerted efforts by the RCMP to reduce PTSI by improving access to evidence-based assessments, treatments and training as well as participant recruitment and RCMP Study developments to date.

The RCMP Study has been designed to (1) develop, deploy and assess the impact of a system for ongoing annual, monthly and daily evidence-based assessments; (2) evaluate associations between demographic variables and PTSI; (3) longitudinally assess individual differences associated with PTSI; (4) augment the RCMP Cadet Training Program with skills to proactively mitigate PTSI; and (5) assess the impact of the augmented training condition (ATC) versus the standard training condition (STC). Participants in the STC (n = 480) and ATC (n = 480) are assessed before and after training and annually for 5 years on their deployment date; they also complete brief monthly and daily surveys.

The RCMP Study results are expected to benefit the mental health of all participants, RCMP and PSP by reducing PTSI among all who serve.
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Highlights

- Research is limited on how to mitigate posttraumatic stress injuries (PTSIs) among Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) who are exposed to potentially psychologically traumatic events.
- The RCMP Study has been designed to develop, deploy and assess the impact of skills taught to proactively mitigate PTSI.
- RCMP cadets recruited into the study to receive the augmented training are assessed before and after training and annually for 5 years on their deployment date.
- The RCMP Study results are expected to benefit the mental health of study participants, RCMP and other public safety personnel by mitigating PTSI among all who serve.
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Introduction

Public safety personnel (PSP), including border services personnel, correctional workers, firefighters, operational and intelligence personnel, paramedics, police officers, public safety communicators, and search and rescue personnel, “ensure the safety and security of Canadians.” Of all Canadian PSP, Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) report the highest average number of exposures to potentially psychologically traumatic events (PPTEs), often more than 11 exposures to each type of PPTE.  

Using self-reported symptoms (based on validated measures, but not structured clinical interviews) of surveyed Canadian PSP, Carleton et al. determined that a very high percentage of RCMP officers screened positive for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or other posttraumatic stress injuries (PTSI); e.g. major depressive disorder, panic disorder); half (50.2%) screened positive for one or more mental health conditions. Many have reported suicidal behaviours during the past year (i.e ideation [9.9%], planning [4.1%], attempts [0.2%]) or during their lifetimes (i.e ideation [25.7%], planning [11.2%], attempts [4.2%]).  

Despite commitments to support PSP mental health and widespread efforts involving implementations of different interventions, evidence for effective programs designed to support PSP mental health remains extremely limited.  

Contemporary programs designed to support PSP mental health focus on increasing knowledge, reducing stigma and increasing help-seeking behaviours. Most studies of PTSI among PSP use cross-sectional data with short follow-up periods and assess very small subsets of variables posited as important.  

The limited research suggests the extant programs produce small, time-limited, highly variable benefits likely due to low fidelity of delivery and limited specification of the mechanisms of action for mitigating PTSI.  

A particularly large, robustly designed trial with serving PSP compared psychoeducation to resilience training focussed on stress reduction and mindfulness, but found no statistically significant differences between the treatment groups. The researchers recommended future programs target specific modifiable individual differences.  

Individual differences that have been posited as resilience factors for psychopathology include some personality traits (i.e. extraversion, conscientiousness), hope, distress tolerance, optimism, interpersonal supports and positive life activities (e.g. exercise). Environmental factors, individual differences in psychological variables and individual differences in physiological variables have also been posited as risk factors for psychopathology. Environmental risk factors for psychopathology include PPTE and stressors (e.g. adverse childhood experiences, difficult socioeconomic status), family history of psychopathology, pre-existing psychological pathology and peritraumatic experiences.  

Individual psychological difference risk factors for psychopathology include some personality traits (e.g. neuroticism, world view), anxiety sensitivity, fear of negative evaluation, illness/injury sensitivity, pain-related anxiety/fear, intolerance of uncertainty, ruminating, maladaptive self-appraisal, dissociation and anger. Individual physiological difference risk factors for psychopathology include autonomic nervous system dysregulation.  

Aversive avoidant reactions to emotions are particularly critical risk factors for developing PTSD. Greater acceptance of emotions reduces reliance on avoidant coping strategies (e.g. alcohol use, avoiding reminders of the event) that exacerbate PTSI symptoms and, paradoxically, lead to more frequent negative emotions. The Unified Protocol is an evidence-based cognitive behaviour intervention designed to help individuals cultivate an approach-oriented stance towards emotions. The Unified Protocol was designed to reduce symptoms of diverse anxiety- and mood-related disorders. The Unified Protocol is supported by considerable evidence demonstrating transdiagnostic effectiveness across several delivery formats (e.g. individual, group, self).  

There is preliminary support for the Unified Protocol as a proactive intervention to mitigate PTSI based on a randomized trial assessing participants with elevated nonclinical symptoms of depression and anxiety. Participants found the proactive Unified Protocol training to be highly acceptable and satisfying; at 1-month follow-up, they reported using the new skills “some” to “most” of the time, and statistically significant improvements were observed from baseline to 1-month follow-up. The Unified Protocol appears to have potential as a proactive intervention that can be efficiently and effectively delivered to PSP to use to protect their mental health and enhance job satisfaction.

The current paper describes the RCMP Study (i.e. design, measures, materials, hypotheses, planned analyses, expected implications, limitations). The RCMP Study is part of the concerted efforts the RCMP is making to address PTSI by improving access to evidence-based assessments, treatments and training. The overarching objectives for the RCMP Study are as follows:  

1) to develop, deploy and assess the impact of a system for ongoing (i.e. annual, monthly, daily) evidence-based assessments of environmental factors and individual differences (i.e. measurements of biometrics, mental health, social experiences);  

2) to evaluate associations between demographic variables and symptoms of PTSD and other PTSI;  

3) to longitudinally assess environmental factors and individual differences associated with PTSI;  

4) to integrate the adapted Unified Protocol training into the RCMP Depot Division (“Depot”) Cadet Training Program to create the augmented training condition (ATC); and  

5) to assess for differences in participants receiving the ATC relative to those receiving the standard training condition (STC) (e.g. ATC participants should report better mental health).

The current paper details the RCMP Study design, protocols, measures, materials and
hypotheses, planned analyses, expected implications and limitations; and describes participant recruitment and study progress to date.

Methods

Study design

The RCMP Study necessarily uses a longitudinal prospective sequential experimental cohort design to create a clustered randomized trial\textsuperscript{69,70} that engages individual participants for 5.5 years. The structure of the Cadet Training Program does not allow for randomizing individual participants or individual groups of participants; nevertheless, meta-analytic evidence suggests that results from studies using this design and results from true randomized controlled trials do not typically differ meaningfully or statistically significantly, and both methods produce comparable groups at baseline.\textsuperscript{71,73}

The RCMP have provided continuous coordinated feedback, through co-authors GPK and KSH, on the study design and measurement tools.

RCMP cadets are recruited into training cohorts called troops, each of which typically includes 32 cadets. Between 30 and 50 troops are trained per year (i.e. 800–1200 cadets).

Ethics approvals

The University of Regina Ethics Board provided initial approval on 10 April 2019 (File #2019-055), and the RCMP Research Ethics Board followed with approval on 12 April 2019 (File #SKM_C30818021312580). The study was also approved through a Privacy Impact Assessment as part of the overall National Administrative Records Management System approval (20161123286) and Public Services and Procurement Canada approval (201701491/M7594174191).

The project is bound by the Privacy Act, R.S., 1985, c. P-21 and the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, SC. 2000, c.5 and approved by Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC) M7594-171491/001/SS.

All interested people were provided with printed and electronic copies of the study information at several points, and all participants were required to explicitly indicate consent before proceeding. Consent was explicitly reaffirmed at several points during the data collections.

Participant information

Potential participants include RCMP cadets starting the Cadet Training Program—Canadian citizens or permanent residents, aged 19 to 57 years, who read, write and speak either English or French fluently.\textsuperscript{74} Cadets must meet several recruiting requirements, including security clearances, medical examinations, a polygraph test and minimum physical standards. There are no conditions that would exclude any cadet from participating in the RCMP Study. There is no reason to expect that the demographic representation of participants will differ from the demographic representation of cadets overall.

All RCMP constables are trained at Depot. The training program is a rigorous and highly structured 26-week program during which cadets study and practise well beyond 8 hours of scheduled classroom time per day.\textsuperscript{75,5} The average age of recruits is 29 years and about 25% self-identify as female. All cadets attending the Cadet Training Program after the ATC launches will receive the augmented training; RCMP Study participation remains voluntary.

Sample size requirements and power analyses

We performed power analyses for a cluster randomized trial using SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, US) and RMASS web application (Center for Health Statistics, University of Chicago, IL, US). Based on these analyses, a sample of 480 participants per condition (i.e. STC and ATC) at T2 (pre-deployment, at about 24 weeks after recruitment) will provide adequate power (i.e. > 80%).\textsuperscript{26,77} Power analyses assumptions were (1) clustering of participants into RCMP troops; (2) repeated measures among participants over time (i.e. clustering within participants); and (3) attrition (i.e. loss to follow-up) ranging from 5% to 20%. Our goal in conducting the power analyses was to assess the sample size requirements under several different scenarios and to assess the multiple outcomes of interest.

Analyses

Continuous (e.g. symptoms) and cross-sectional (single time point) analyses

We assumed power of 80%, a significance level (\(\alpha\)) of 0.05 and standardized effect size estimates from 0.2 to 0.5. Intraclass correlation coefficients for clustering of participants into troops were assessed from weak (0.01) to strong (0.20), with troop cluster size set at 24 to account for non-graduating cadets.

Binary (e.g. diagnostic status) and cross-sectional (single time point) analyses

We assumed power of 80%, a significance level (\(\alpha\)) of 0.05 and cumulative incidence rates of 10% to 20% for the ATC and 25% to 35% for the STC. Intraclass correlation coefficients for clustering of participants into troops were assessed from weak (0.01) to strong (0.20), with troop cluster size set at 24 to account for non-graduating cadets.

Longitudinal continuous analyses

We assumed power of 90% and 95%, with 40 troop clusters, balanced condition allocation and a significance level (\(\alpha\)) of 0.05. The attrition rate across six measurement occasions was set to 0% (at T2), 5%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. The intraclass correlation coefficient between study participants (i.e. across repeated measurements) was set as 0.2 and within troops as 0.1. We assumed a linear trend across measurement occasions with a first-order autoregressive within-participant correlation structure and an estimated coefficient of 0.40. The study will be adequately powered if the effect size is greater than 0.25.

Participant recruitment and retention

The website describing the RCMP Study in detail is publicly available (www.rcmpstudy.ca) and is actively used by stakeholders, but that accessibility makes it impossible to know when potential participants first learn about the study. Recruitment for the STC concluded on March 2022 and recruitment for the ATC began on June 6, 2022.

The research team introduces the RCMP Study to potential participants with an\textsuperscript{1} The Cadet Training Program has evolved considerably since 1985. A problem-based learning model is currently used to acquire police driving, firearms and self-defence skills; emphasis is placed on communication skills for de-escalation and crisis management.
email sent from the RCMP National Recruiting Program\(^1\) before cadets arrive at Depot. RCMP Study advertisements (e.g. posters, tent cards, pop-up banners) are also distributed throughout Depot.

After potential participants arrive at Depot, each troop attends a recruitment session delivered by members of the research team. The session includes video content from serving RCMP members (~10 minutes), introductions to the research team, a didactic lecture with a slide show presentation (~35 minutes long) and an opportunity for potential participants to ask questions (~15 minutes). The presentation outlines the RCMP Study rationale, design, requirements, expected outcomes and the potential benefits to the RCMP, the broader PSP community and all Canadians.

The presentation also explains potential benefits to individual participants (e.g. monitoring individual mental health, potentiating earlier access to mental health support). Potential participants are given a paper copy of the full participant information sheet and consent form and invited to consider participating. The formal participation decision occurs a few days later during a dedicated on-boarding session.

The on-boarding session begins with a brief video testimonial from an RCMP officer with lived experience (~10 minutes). The research team then provides a highly detailed and interactive tutorial (~45 minutes) explaining, for example, the technology set-up and using the study software and hardware. The on-boarding session includes an opportunity to ask questions (~10 minutes).

Although participants are encouraged to complete all assessments, because of the size, scale and length of the RCMP Study very few participants manage to complete all assessments and missing data are expected. Cadets who choose not to participate are invited to provide anonymous feedback about their decision. Participants who leave the research project are also invited to provide anonymous feedback about their decision. Participants who leave the RCMP during the research project will be invited to complete the assessment phase following their departure.

Cumulative attrition from longitudinal police studies without the employer paying for participation time typically ranges from 3% at 1 year to 43% at 3 years.\(^7\) A similar research design with military participants has reported cumulative attrition rates of less than 10% and overall rates of missing data of less than 30%, with anecdotal reports that participants appreciate being able to track their own activities and symptoms.\(^3\) All RCMP Study participants can participate during paid time and the RCMP have demonstrated a high affinity for research participation (G. Krätzig, personal communication, 12 February 2019). That affinity, coupled with plans for recruitment and retention, and intrinsic motivation (i.e. the prospect of improved mental health), suggests attrition rates consistent with the military research.\(^3\) Based on previous research,\(^27,80,84\) anticipated participant recruitment was expected to take about 24 months.

**Gender and sex**

Gender structures implicitly and explicitly influence how PSP experience occupational stressors and interact with mental health. Policing culture emphasizes hegemonically masculine traits,\(^85\) creating specific difficulties for women including stereotyping, discrimination and sexual harassment on duty.\(^10,86\) Masculinized work patterns \(^97\) create challenges for women accessing parental leave and balancing work with care obligations.\(^30,87\) Perhaps due to such stressors, women police officers more frequently report mental health challenges than men police officers,\(^1\) but with substantial variability associated with potential causes.\(^30,84\) The RCMP Study will support sex- and gender-disaggregated analyses across various topics (see the supplemental tables at [http://hdl.handle.net/10294/14680](http://hdl.handle.net/10294/14680)).

Data collection timeframe

Participants will be assessed for at least 66 months, via full assessments conducted at T1 and T2, and annually thereafter (i.e. T3, T4, T5, T6, T7), as well as monthly assessments, daily assessments and biometric assessments (see the section “Assessments, surveys and interviews” for details), to allow for sufficient time to potentially develop PTSI symptoms after deployment. The data collection time period uses seven broad milestones (see Table 1 for a summary and the supplemental tables at [http://hdl.handle.net/10294/14680](http://hdl.handle.net/10294/14680) for details): pre-training (T1); pre-deployment (T2; ~24 weeks after recruitment); and on or about each of five deployment anniversaries (T3 to T7), the first (T3) being about 12 months after deployment. Each milestone involves a full assessment (FA1 to FA7). Recruitment will continue until 480 ATC participants have completed FA2. Unless extended by the RCMP, FA7 concludes data collection from each participant.

Participants complete their first monthly assessment (i.e. MA1) about 4 weeks after completing FA1 and do not complete a monthly assessment concordant with completion of a full assessment (i.e. maximum number of monthly assessments per participant is 65). Participants can complete their first daily assessment (i.e. DA1) on the same day as FA1 (i.e. maximum number of daily assessments per participant ~2008). Cadets cannot be enrolled into the ATC until all STC participants have deployed, creating, by necessity, a 26-week gap that will be used to prepare to transition the Cadet Training Program to the ATC (see supplemental tables at [http://hdl.handle.net/10294/14680](http://hdl.handle.net/10294/14680)).

**Unified Protocol adaptation and training details**

A 13-week protocol based on the Unified Protocol and called Emotional Resilience Skills Training (ERST) was developed for seamless integration with the Cadet Training Program. The ERST includes an instructor guide, didactic PowerPoint slides and a cadet workbook, all conforming to the extant Cadet Training Program formats.

The ERST leader for the research team (SSZ, a co-developer of the Unified Protocol) will train and certify several Cadet Training Program instructors as master trainers to provide the ERST to other training program instructors, RCMP

---

\(^{1}\) The RCMP does not release email addresses of new recruits to any external group.
TABLE 1
RCMP Study recruitment and data collection timeframe overview for STC and ATC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approximate times</th>
<th>Milestone</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 weeks prior to arrival</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Initial RCMP Study email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 1 (early)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Recruitment presentation and on-boarding session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks 1–2, Day 6</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>FA1</td>
<td>Pre-training assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>MA1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 24–25</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>FA2</td>
<td>Pre-deployment assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks 76–80</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>FA3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks 128–132</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>FA4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks 180–184</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>FA5</td>
<td>Deployment anniversary assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks 232–236</td>
<td>T6</td>
<td>FA6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks 284–288</td>
<td>T7</td>
<td>FA7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ATC, augmented training condition; FA, full assessment; MA, monthly assessment; N/A, not applicable; RCMP, Royal Canadian Mounted Police; STC, standard training condition.

Note: FA1–FA7, first to seventh full assessments, which will include full surveys and clinical interviews during the timeframe indicated.

Communication tools – Moodle and Qualtrics

All communications between the research team and participants, administration of surveys, feedback for participants (including their clinical assessment reports) and distribution of the ERST materials will be coordinated through a tailored and dedicated instance of the online learning platform Moodle (i.e. the Portal) paired with a software application (i.e. the App) downloadable onto compliant smart phones. Surveys are administered in English or French through a secured Qualtrics account. Clinical interviews are supported by electronic administration of the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI).88-90

Assessments, surveys and interviews

Full assessments – full surveys

Details of the full surveys (e.g. questionnaire titles, details, psychometric information, references) are in the “Supplemental Psychometrics and References for Self-Report Measures (Alphabetically)” (see http://hdl.handle.net/10294/14680).

The initial full survey assesses stable demographics (i.e. sex, date of birth, height, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, adverse childhood experiences) and reference characteristics (i.e. pre-recruitment education, employment, language(s) spoken, religion, work history, living location and mental health history). All remaining full surveys assess demographics expected to change more (i.e. physical health conditions, body mass, work and living locations, socioeconomic status, marital status, rank, work hours, education, household composition).

Average completion time for each full survey is 72 minutes. Participants can access their full survey results in a dedicated report containing context and academic references through the Portal. All full surveys also assess for the following:

1) symptoms of PTSI including generalized anxiety disorder, major depressive disorder, panic disorder, PTSD and social anxiety disorder as well as PTSI correlates (e.g. substance use, chronic pain, insomnia, relationship dissatisfaction);

2) environmental factors and individual differences positively or negatively associated with PTSI:

- PPTE exposures;
- personality;
- anxiety sensitivity, fear of negative evaluation, illness/injury sensitivity, intolerance of uncertainty, pain-related anxiety, resilience, anger, beliefs about emotions, experiential avoidance, emotion regulation, and mindfulness;
- mental health care knowledge, access and use;
- occupational stressors, work fulfilment, institutional betrayal, stigma, family stressors, posttraumatic growth, social support and self-care; and

3) ERST retention and use for ATC participants.

Responses consistent with one or more mental disorders are flagged for participants and include recommendations for accessing additional mental health supports.

Full assessments – clinical interviews

Each full assessment includes a semistructured MINI clinical interview88-90 conducted by a registered clinical psychologist or by supervised trainees. The MINI provides a standardized diagnostic approach consistent with DSM-5 criteria.91 The interviewer reviews the full survey results before MINI administration in either English or French, whichever the participant prefers.

The published MINI interrater reliability exceeds 75%,90 Current interrater reliability will be assessed with the κ (kappa)

officers and ATC cadets. The RCMP selects which instructors (n = 6–8) are to receive the week-long interactive workshop and then provide ongoing quality control for the ATC implementation.

Master trainers will each train two to three trainees (instructors selected to provide the ERST to ATC cadets; n = 18) by presenting the ERST material as if the trainers were cadets. Master trainer training fidelity will be assessed and supported by having their training sessions audiorecorded and rated by a member of the research team (SSZ). The trainers will then provide the ERST to all 200 Depot team members, including other instructors. The training sessions for the 200 Depot team members will also be audiorecorded for review by the master trainers to support fidelity.

The master trainers will work with all Cadet Training Program instructors and the research team to integrate the ERST— and testing of ERST skill use—into every other aspect of the program, therein creating a high-fidelity ATC with didactic training supplemented by substantial experiential practice. Cadets should have sufficient practice that the ERST skills become as automatic as any other skill set, facilitating ongoing use after deployment and protecting their mental health. Participants will also have ongoing access to ERST to support skill retention after deployment.

The integration should overcome challenges of previous mental health training program deployments related to fidelity86 and skill development.6,7,14,15
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Participants receive verbal (from the interviewer) and written (through the Portal) summaries of their full assessment and are advised of responses consistent with one or more mental disorders and referred for mental health support as indicated (e.g. to registered psychological services available, through the RCMP and independent of the RCMP); however, a diagnosis is not provided.

**Monthly assessments**

Details of the monthly assessments (e.g. questionnaire titles, details, psychometric information, references) are in the “Supplemental Psychometrics and References for Self-Report Measures” (see http://hdl.handle.net/10294/14680). The maximum number of monthly assessment questions is 271, determined by participant responses to header questions. Average completion time for each monthly survey is 15 minutes. All monthly surveys assess for the following:

1. Symptoms of PTSI including generalized anxiety disorder, major depressive disorder, panic disorder, PTSD and social anxiety disorder as well as PTSI correlates (e.g. substance use, chronic pain, insomnia);
2. Individual differences associated with PTSI: PPTE exposures; resilience; mental health care knowledge, access and use; occupational stressors, social support and self-care; and
3. ERST retention and use for ATC participants.

Biometric assessments

The original RCMP Study design used electrocardiography to measure heart rate variability through beat-to-beat intervals in consecutive QRS complexes (i.e. R–R intervals) of sinus origin. The process provides a relative assessment of health based on information about the autonomic nervous system using the method of choice for valid assessments of heart rate variability. R–R intervals from electrocardiography are robustly related to other collection methods; however, heart rate variability analyses for autonomic nervous system changes reflecting psychopathology require knowing the sinus, supraventricular or ventricular origin, inspecting all heartbeats and using complete physiological recordings, instead of mathematically mediated estimations.

Hexoskin wearable biosensor garments (Carré Technologies Inc., Montréal, QC) were modified for policing operational requirements and used for heart rate variability measurements. Initial plans required participants to wear the garment upon waking for a 5-minute resting period to establish baseline metrics. The garment was worn during training and work shifts, producing 3 to 5 days of recordings per week. Participants were also equipped with an Apple Watch (series 4 and then series 5; Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA), to supplement the biometric data collection with sleep and metabolic data, supported by a dedicated Apple iPhone (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA). Participants use the iPhones with Wi-Fi at no cost and could use the iPhones as personal phones, but they were not provided with voice or data plans. Biometric recordings were downloaded for offline processing and analyses.

Participants found using the Hexoskin garments challenging, and in 2021, data collection transitioned to the Recordis cardiac sensor device (LLA Technologies Inc., Vancouver, BC) to collect M-mode echocardiography timing events (i.e. systole, diastole, isovolumic contraction and relaxation periods, rapid ejection) as well as twist forces of the ventricle (a surrogate for contractility), heart rate variability and Myocardial Performance Index variant.

Data management and confidentiality

Data transfers from participant devices to secured research servers in Canada are protected using Transport Layer Security. The RCMP Study also employs a PKI Class 3 SSL Certificate, with a 2048-bit digital signature and 256-bit encryption. Data stored on the servers are automatically encrypted using server-side Advanced Encryption Standard–256 before being saved to disk and decrypted prior to downloading. The data are also “salted” (i.e. they include false participants) to further protect participant privacy. The data are stored separately from the data dictionary and the codes necessary for interpretation.

Participants log into the Portal using a unique randomly generated Participant Identification Code (PIC) and a password of their choosing. A PIC is created for each RCMP cadet, irrespective of their decision to participate in the study. The PIC is used for storing participant data.
and linking responses over time because the research team does not have access to participant names. The RCMP stores the list pairing cadet names with PICs in a secured file at Depot that is accessible by only two employees; the organization never has access to individual participant RCMP Study data. The file is only opened under two circumstances: to add new participants; and if a participant discloses an imminent intent to die by suicide, a registered clinical psychologist from the research team may contact the RCMP to provide the PIC—but no other information—to try to save the participant’s life.

**Hypotheses**

The RCMP Study hypotheses were pre-registered. Hypotheses specific to individual difference variables are provided in supplemental tables (see [http://hdl.handle.net/10294/14680](http://hdl.handle.net/10294/14680)); i.e. “Posttraumatic Stress Injury Symptom Measures”; “Primary Differences Associated with Posttraumatic Stress Injuries”; and “Secondary Individual Differences Associated with Posttraumatic Stress Injuries”). Overarching RCMP Study hypotheses are shown in Table 2.

**Planned analyses**

We will initially describe study data using frequencies, means and standard deviations. We will test differences in baseline demographic characteristics of STC and ATC participants using a \( \chi^2 \) (chi-square) test for independence. Missing data will be described within and across times when data are measured. Multiple imputation will be adopted assuming a missing-at-random mechanism and completed based on the clustering of individuals into troops and on a thorough examination of variables associated with missing values and response distributions. We will adopt strategies to control the familywise error rate (i.e. the probability of at least one Type I error in a family of tests), while accounting for Type II errors.

Analyses will include mixed-effects multiple linear and non-linear regression models including covariates (i.e. sex, age, marital status, education, province of residence) and trend analyses as needed. To test for differences between troops in the cross-sectional analyses, we will use a mixed-effects model that accounts for clustering within troops, while to test for changes over time and to test for differences between troops in the longitudinal analyses, we will use a mixed-effects model that accounts for clustering within troops as well as within individuals (i.e. repeated measurements for each individual). We will use recursive Bayesian algorithm and ecological momentary analyses to analyze the daily assessments and biometric data. Sex and gender analyses will be conducted. Open-ended data will be coded using conventional qualitative content approaches before analyses.

**Knowledge translation**

We plan to share main results with the research community via publication in peer-reviewed journals. Results will be of interest to RCMP leadership and members and their families, other PSP stakeholders, clinicians and policymakers. Knowledge translation will be tailored for the different audiences. Technical reports and lay

---

**TABLE 2**

**RCMP Study hypotheses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline comparisons</th>
<th>1) Mental health disorder prevalence rates at T1 for both groups based on clinical interviews or screening tools based on self-reported symptoms, will be comparable to the mental health disorder prevalence rates of the general population (i.e. 10.1%;[189]).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2) At T1, both groups will report individual difference scores comparable to the general population.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) From T1 to T2, both groups will show reductions in variables associated with risk (e.g. anxiety sensitivity), increases in variables associated with resilience (e.g. distress tolerance), improvements in mental health (e.g. absolute, statistically significant or clinically significant reductions in self-reported symptoms of PTSI, reductions in proportions of participants meeting diagnostic criteria using either standardized cut-off scores, clinical interview results), as a function of the Cadet Training Program.[107,108]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. The ATC group will, but the STC participants will not, show statistically significant changes associated with more than small effect sizes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Relative to the STC group, the ATC group at T2 will report statistically significantly lower risk, greater resilience and better mental health.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Both groups will show statistically significant predictive relationships between completing assessments, changes to individual differences over time (i.e. inversely with risk [e.g. anxiety sensitivity], positively with resilience [e.g. hope], inversely with mental health symptoms [e.g. symptoms of major depressive disorder]) and successful completion of the Cadet Training Program.[99-104]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Both groups will evidence statistically significant sequential predictive relationships for environmental factors or individual differences reported during the daily, monthly and full assessments.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Both groups will show increases in risk, decreases in resilience and reductions in mental health at T3, T4, T5, T6 and T7, relative to T2; however, the ATC group will show slower increases in risk, slower decreases in resilience and slower reductions in mental health.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Both groups will show a statistically significant relationship between changes in environmental factors or individual differences over time, frequency of exercise[99] and other self-reported indicators of physical health.[110]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Relative to the STC group, the ATC group will report fewer symptoms of and instances of mental health disorders after T1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) The ATC group will show a statistically significant relationship between changes in environmental factors or individual differences over time and engagement with ATC content.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Relative to men, women will report more difficulties with mental disorder symptoms and occupational stressors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Changes in biological variables (i.e. autonomic nervous system reactivity, heart rate variability, cardiac mechanical changes) will be associated with environmental factors or individual differences.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ATC, augmented training condition; PTSI, posttraumatic stress injuries; RCMP, Royal Canadian Mounted Police; STC, standard training condition.

**Note:** T1–T7, first to seventh milestones, from pre-training, pre-deployment (at ~24 weeks after recruitment) and on or about each of five deployment anniversaries (T3 to T7), the first (T3) being about 12 months after deployment.

---

"Pre-registration with [aspredicted.org](http://aspredicted.org) for the RCMP Study and associated hypotheses occurred on 7 November 2019 with the name, "Risk and resiliency factors in the RCMP: A prospective investigation" (#30654)."
summaries will be available through the study website (www.rcmpstudy.ca), in English and French, and provided to senior RCMP officials and the Department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness. Results will also be communicated to PSP stakeholders through the Canadian Institute for Public Safety Research and Treatment (www.cipsrt-icrtsp.ca). The University of Regina Communications Department will issue press releases as appropriate.

Current study status and impacts of COVID-19

STC recruitment and data collection began on 22 April 2019 and continued for 27 troops until 9 December 2019. There were 25 on-boarding sessions from 25 April 2019 to 12 December 2019. Depot closed in response to COVID-19 containment restrictions on 19 March 2020, and all participants still in the Cadet Training Program were discharged from the RCMP Study. Many participants had completed the full assessment at T1 (n = 496) and T2 (n = 167). STC recruitment restarted on 16 November 2020 and continued until more than 480 participants had completed their full assessments at T2, which occurred on 21 March 2022. The ATC recruitment began on 6 June 2022.

The COVID-19 pandemic inconvenienced RCMP Study participants, delayed the study timeline, increased study costs and led to the creation of pre- and post-COVID-19 groups within the STC, adding a new covariate for analyses.

The data collection timeframe was off track until Depot closed on 19 March 2020. Depot did not reopen to new cadets until 2 November 2020. Cadets attending the training program after 2 November 2020 started with 2 weeks in mandatory isolation to offset COVID-19 risks. The closure and reopening resulted in: all RCMP Study participants at Depot at the time of shutdown (n = 130) being removed from the RCMP Study; substantially increased recruitment time for the STC due to removal of existing participants; the ad hoc creation of pre- and post-COVID-19 STC participant groups (i.e. STC-PREC19 and STC-POSTC19); and the need to assess for and control for the impact of COVID-19 on the STC by statistically comparing the STC-PREC19 and STC-POSTC19, and by adding the COVID-19 STC group status in subsequent analyses.

Discussion

The RCMP Study was designed to develop, deploy and assess the impact of a system for ongoing (i.e. annual, monthly, daily) evidence-based assessments of environmental factors, individual differences in psychological variables and individual differences in physiological variables (i.e. measurements of biometrics, mental health, social experiences). The implemented system is now referred to as the RCMP Study Protocol. The RCMP Study was also designed to prospectively assess for interactions between demographic variables, environmental factors, individual differences and PTSD symptoms. Data collection is well under way and initial results will be reported in peer-reviewed publications. The RCMP Study has developed and will integrate and test the impact of integrating ERST into the Cadet Training Program. ATC participants are expected to report significant and substantive mental health benefits relative to STC participants.

Expected implications for clinical practice, policy and research

The RCMP Study was designed to benefit all participants: through evidence-based assessments that encourage self-monitoring and earlier access to care; by reducing mental health stigma through increased discourse; and social supports with tangible evidence of organizational commitment to improve evidence-based mental health supports; by creating independent electronic mental health records; and through shared altruistic engagement in improving mental health for all PSP.

Participants in the ATC are expected to receive substantial additional benefits from receiving the ERST, a set of skills that may also help RCMP to support civilians who are experiencing distress. Integrating the ERST to create the ATC appears to be unique among contemporary efforts to proactively support PSP mental health. The ATC includes specific and regular fidelity checks for the ERST, assessments of ERST engagement and use, and ongoing ERST access. In effect, the “dose” of the intervention will be larger, more rigorously applied and more rigorously assessed than previous efforts, and will provide critical information about the potentially positive proactive impact of any PSP mental health training program.

The RCMP Study was also designed to benefit the RCMP as an organization, by providing evidence-based information for ongoing enhancements to training and assessments and by deploying and testing a set of tools to support RCMP mental health. The RCMP Study results and the RCMP Study Protocol are expected to also inform assessments, treatments and programming for diverse PSP, military, veterans and other people at risk for PPTE exposures (e.g. nurses). For example, a project funded by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research is now testing an adaptation of the RCMP Study Protocol with samples of firefighters, paramedics, municipal police and public safety communicators.

Strengths and limitations

The RCMP Study has several strengths: longitudinal design elements that can inform causal relationships; prospective design elements that can inform predictive and proactive discussions associated with PPTE; large STC and ATC sample sizes at milestone T2; ongoing multimodal assessments of environmental factors and individual differences, including PPTE exposures, occupational stressors and social stressors; and interrater reliability assessments for clinical interviews. The sequential experimental cohort design elements required creating an exceptionally tailored and structured training program (i.e. the ATC) from the ERST adaptation of the rigorously well-supported Unified Protocol. The ATC is an inherent study strength, and the ERST is a tangible deliverable for the RCMP.

The RCMP Study also has several necessary limitations. The sequential experimental cohort design was necessary to accommodate Cadet Training Program ecological realities. Cadets interact within and across troops while in the training program and, as such, cannot be truly randomized to the STC or ATC.

Relatedly, Depot trainers could not feasibly provide two separate training conditions, simultaneously or in parallel, prohibiting a truly randomized design. The study design strengths coupled with founding the ATC on the Unified Protocol should sufficiently offset the randomization design limitation. There is no obfuscation of participant condition and no true “sham” training condition, creating unknowable influence from expectancy effects. Direct research on such
The voluntary nature of cadet participation in the RCMP Study creates an unknowable influence from self-selection biases. The sample size and analytic plan are designed to offset attrition, but protecting participant privacy prohibits definitively assessing for systematic biases based on attrition. The lengthy time spans associated with data collection and results increase attrition risk, so the research team is working to regularly disseminate meaningful interim results.

**Conclusion**

The RCMP Study has been designed as an applied longitudinal prospective sequential experimental cohort research project. Participants, the RCMP as an organization, past, present and future RCMP and all PSP should benefit directly and indirectly from the RCMP Study. The benefits should occur irrespective of any specific RCMP Study component (i.e. risk variables, resilience variables, biological variables, the relative impact of the ATC). Through the RCMP Study, the RCMP have become global leaders in the international efforts to better support the mental health of all PSP. The current protocol paper provides details to inform and support similar efforts by other researchers.
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